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About SEI

• Established in 1989 by the Swedish government

• #1 environmental policy think tank globally in 2019

• Work in most areas related to sustainable development

• Staff of ~300, about 80 at HQ in Stockholm



Centres



What does SEI do?

S E I  S T R A T E G Y  2 0 1 5 – 2 0 1 9 2 1

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

Overarching objective: To enhance the 
quality and impact of our problem- and 
solution-driven scientific research.

Decision-makers face many challenges. The 
purpose of our research is to support them 
with knowledge and analysis that contributes 
to solutions at the appropriate scale, wheth-
er they work in global governance, nation-
al public policy, regional cooperation, local 
planning, or the private sector. Our interdis-
ciplinary and systems approach and region-
al focus help us to better understand the con-
text in which decision-makers operate. 

The strength of our research is the foundation 
of what we do, providing the credibility we 
need to work effectively with decision-mak-
ers and build capacity in society. We devel-
op and conduct our research with partners 
in academia, policy and practice who we 
seek to support, influence, and learn from, 

and it is through implementation that we de-
velop capacity. The resulting knowledge re-
flects the political and economic situation ex-
perienced by our partners and stakeholders. 

Our research agenda bridges the sci-
ence-to-policy “continuum” (see figure 2). 
Therefore, not all of our research is direct-
ly oriented to decision-making challeng-
es. It spans the range from applied science 
(in both social and natural science); assess-
ments of specific sustainability issues; synthe-
sis of knowledge; policy analysis to examine 
and inform decision-making, policy and plan-
ning processes; and client-driven advice and 
knowledge services; through to implementa-
tion support for development interventions.

Since our beginnings in 1989 we have 
steadily strengthened the foundations of our 
research. These include:

• Our ethos: Our research is grounded in 
a deep commitment to sustainable devel-
opment, and has human wellbeing at its 
centre.

• Research quality: Our research is rigor-
ous and credible. We strive for objectivi-
ty, but acknowledge that science is often 
normative and seldom free from values or 
interests, and that these should be trans-
parently appraised.

• Relevance: We analyse and provide solu-
tions to some of the world’s most pressing 
sustainable development challenges.

• Integrity: We are not driven by political 
ideology or business interests. As an in-
dependent research institute, we make full 
information on our finances and funding 
open to all. Our research is impartial and 
transparent, and we provide knowledge 

that is freely accessible in response to our 
partners’ needs.

• Innovation: Our pursuit of novel and in-
tegrated methods on emerging research 
topics – both in-house and with partner or-
ganizations around the world – keeps us 
at the cutting edge of science for sustain-
able development. 

• Interdisciplinary approach: SEI’s re-
search spans and combines disciplinary 
approaches across social and natural 
sciences, such as biology, atmospher-
ic chemistry, geography, resource theo-
ry, computer modelling, economics, deci-
sion analysis, sociology, political science, 
and philosophy. Our projects often apply 
distinctly interdisciplinary methods such 
as scenario analysis, systems theory and 
participatory research.

Figure 2: An illustration of SEI’s work along a science policy continuum.
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SEI in Peru: 
Supporting Water Security

Location: Quilca Chili, Chancay Lambayeque, 
and Chira Piura
Date of project: 2015 – 2017
Participating institutions: 
SEI, USAID, IADB
River Basin Councils and Technical Secretariats 
of local ANAs
Contact: Marisa Escobar, SEI-US

This project supported water resource planning and 
climate change adaptation processes in these regions.

Technical analysis and participatory processes enabled 
local institutions to test performance of different 
combinations of adaptation actions.

The process led to strong case for financing of best 
combinations to achieve more resilient watershed 
management. 



Background

• Demand for metals and other materials will continue to 
increase to meet both Paris targets and 2030 Agenda

• But mining is associated with sustainability challenges related 
to GHG emissions, water quality and land use conflicts

• How to reconcile these?



Sweden & mining

• Arguably most important mining country in EU

• 90% of EU iron ore mined in Sweden 

• 30% of EU lead, 10% of EU copper, 25% of EU silver, 25% of EU 
Zinc



Mining in Sweden

(Pictures from Geological Survey of Sweden)

(https://www.sgu.se/globalassets/mineralnaring/mineralanvandning-sverige-
webbversion.pdf, page 3)

https://www.sgu.se/globalassets/mineralnaring/mineralanvandning-sverige-webbversion.pdf


Recent Swedish mining history
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• 1991: Minerals liberalisation

• 2000-2013: ”mining boom”

• 2013: Mineral strategy

• 2013-today: lower metals
prices, legal defeats, 
protests,…

(Iron ore price 2000-2019)



Current issues

• On the one hand: strong push for 
innovaMon and breakthrough 
projects

• On the other hand: controversy and 
long delays around permiPng, esp 
for establishment of greenfield 
mines

https://www.bbc.com/news/business-28547314

https://www.bbc.com/news/business-28547314


Project objective

”…starting from a set of future
scenarios, analyze the interaction
between society and the Swedish 
mining sector in a sustainable
societal transformation”

https://www.sei.org/publications/swedish-mining-sustainable-futures/

https://www.sei.org/publications/swedish-mining-sustainable-futures/


Project process



Future scenarios

Mining for a globalized sustainable world

New solu4ons in the wake of re-regionaliza4on

Business-driven revival of the 2030 agenda

The ”glocal” mine



Different futures – reoccuring issues

• Increased circularity

• Traceability and sustainability certification

• Cross-sector collaboration

• Addressing conflicts over land use



6 areas of action 

Develop a collaborative approach to 
sustainable raw materials supply

Define “sustainable mining” in 
dialogue with the global community

Develop permi=ng processes, taking a 
wide range of sustainability
considera@ons into account

Make the mining sector an increasingly
circular raw material hub for society

Build credibility and create business value
through transparency and traceability

Strengthen engagement locally
and nationally



SEI analysis

• Transforming high sustainability performance into higher
product prices – difficult but necessary

• Strengthen ambition to resolve land use issues, especially
related to reindeer herding

• The invisible mine – a moonshot project for Swedish mining?



Thank you!


